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NEW Product Update:
Eureka BILLIE

Billie offers a large visual presence with an 

attractive rounded conical shape. The inside 

reveals a center opening enticing the 

observers to ponder the origin of illumination. 

It is well suited to visually impact several 

spaces with a variety of luminaires or to define 

a single gathering space.

Modern Forms SYDNEY

A modern expressionist style inspired by the world’s 

famous opera house, SYDNEY evokes a creative, 

innovative and structural design. A Multi-faceted, high 

performer.
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https://www.eurekalighting.com/products/billie-3/
https://www.modernforms.com/product/sydney/
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Pinnacle VERBENA 3

Verbena (ver-BAY-nuh) is an innovative 

illumination platform that allows you to take 

lighting design to new levels. This 

aesthetically stimulating system has been 

sculpted and refined.  Verbena was carefully 

crafted to be a toolbox for designers. The 

thoughtfully formed connectors allow you the 

freedom to move and weave illumination 

throughout a space. Explore. Create. And 

Design with the new shape of line. 

Simple. Clean. Fresh.

Fabbian CLOUDY F21

Each Cloudy element is skillfully crafted by local 

artisans in the countryside of Venice, using 

generations-old techniques coupled with new 

technologies (including Cloudy's own complex 

mold). Each handcrafted glass is unique and 

features the transition of milky white clear glass.  

The collection included pendant and ceiling 

mount fixtures, offered in two diameters, and 

choice of integral LED or incandescent light 

sources. 

https://fabbian.us/group/cloudy-f21-pendant-lamp/
https://www.pinnacle-ltg.com/product/verbena-3
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Everyone Cares, MARK Takes Action!

Mark Architectural Lighting™ values sustainability and reducing the environmental impact of our products. 

To that end, we pursue material transparency, conservation, and advocacy throughout our daily operations, 

so each MARK agent and customer has the tools and resources to make decisions that put the planet first.

3G Zoie Cylinder

3.3” diameter high-performance Zoie cylinder companion to 3G-

DLZ33R Round Zoie Downlight regressed LED source provides 

maximum visual comfort, UGR <10 high gloss black or white 

louvers with proprietary optics, and no glare extruded aluminum 

housing with powder-coated finish lumen range from 700lm to 

3000lm (80+ and 90+ CRI options) 100-1% dimming range 

standard with integral driver options

Sustainable Spotlight:

https://3glighting.com/Product.aspx?PID=748
https://marklighting.acuitybrands.com/lighting-sustainability
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https://16500.com/dynamic/
https://www.acuitybrands.com/resources/education-and-events/training-and-education
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https://www.acuitybrands.com/products/family/gotham-care222



